PRESS RELEASE

ILBE: FILMING OF LAMBORGHINI BEGINS TODAY
The film will be shot in Cento (Emilia Romagna) and Rome
Filming will end on 8 October

Rome, 20 September 2021 - ILBE (Iervolino and Lady Bacardi
Entertainment), a company engaged in the production of
cinematographic and television content for the international market
and listed on the AIM Italia stock exchange, announces that filming of
Lamborghini will begin again today, the first part having been shot in
2018.
The new filming will take place in Cento (Emilia Romagna) and Rome,
and is scheduled to conclude on 8 October.
The movie is produced by Lambo film llc with Notorious Pictures and
ILBE as executive producers.
The screenplay and direction was entrusted to Bobby Moresco, Oscar
winner for the screenplay of Crash.
The cast includes Frank Grillo (Captain America, Avengers: Endgame),
Gabriel Byrne (The Man in the Iron Mask, Hereditary) and Oscar winner
Mira Sorvino (Mighty Aphrodite, Norma Jean & Marilyn).
The first session of filming, conducted in 2018 and dedicated to the
youth of Ferruccio Lamborghini, starred Fortunato Cerlino (Gomorra),
Romano Reggiani (1993 – the series, Lei mi parla ancora) and Hannah
Van Der Westhuysen (The Bay of Silence).
Andrea Iervolino, president of ILBE, stated: “We are happy to start
working again on Lamborghini, a project for which we have gathered a
high-value cast combining icons of international cinema and faces of the
new generation”.
Guglielmo Marchetti, CEO of Notorious Pictures, added: "For Notorious
Pictures international executive production is a strategic business area
that we expect to develop significantly in the coming years, also thanks
to the benefits of the tax credit of the Franceschini law. We are very
happy to resume the work of this important film in partnership with
ILBE”.
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Synopsis
Set in post-war Italy, Lamborghini tells the story of the icon of the
automotive industry Ferruccio Lamborghini from the founding of the
tractor factory to the achievement of global success, also spotlighting
his historic rivalry with Enzo Ferrari.
***
Iervolino and Lady Bacardi Entertainment S.p.A. (ILBE) is a global production
company, previously called Iervolino Entertainment (IE), founded by Andrea Iervolino,
engaged in the production of cinematographic and television content including mainly
films, TV shows and animated web series.
The Company also operates through the subsidiaries Arte Video, Red Carpet, IES
Serbia and Iexchange. It was listed on the AIM Italia market of the Italian Stock
Exchange in August 2019. In 2020 ILBE recorded revenues of €120.7 million, EBIT of
€22.8 million and net income of €19.5 million. www.ilbegroup.it/com
Notorious Pictures – listed on the AIM segment of Borsa Italiana – is a company in the
entertainment sector engaged in the production, acquisition and exploitation of films
(full rights) through all distribution channels, as well as in the management of
cinematographic circuits through its subsidiary Notorious Cinemas. After making
Notorious one of the most important distributors in Italy, Marchetti expanded its
production business, focusing mainly on international co-productions and the
development of TV programmes. With Notorious, CEO Guglielmo Marchetti recently
produced: Love Wedding Repeat, an Italian-British comedy with Sam Claflin, directed
by Dean Craig and distributed by Netflix all over the world; The Shift, Italian-Belgian
thriller by Alessandro Tonda, with Clotilde Hesme; Thou Shalt Not Hate, an ItalianPolish drama by Mauro Mancini, with Alessandro Gassmann; Anni da cane by Fabio
Mollo, the first Amazon Original film in Italy. Other production credits include the
romantic comedy La verità vi spiego sull’amore… with Ambra Angiolini; the crime story
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Tainted Souls with Vincenzo Salemme and Anna Foglietta, presented in preview at the
Venice Film Festival; the dramatic film Copperman with Luca Argentero; As Needed, an
Italian-Brazilian co-production by Francesco Falaschi.

***
FOR INFORMATION:
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